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LLI CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT 
July ,  2014 

 
THE WORLD OF MEDIA: STORY-TELLING, LEARNING, 

CONSUMERS, POLITICS AND THE ARTS 
Learning in Ret irement at  Iona Col lege  (LIRIC) New York 

 
Six of these seven talks are presented by faculty from the Mass Communication Department 
of Iona College.  The seventh talk comes courtesy of a local artist who recalls growing up in 
the segregated South.  Topics include: 
 

• The Ever-Changing Television Landscape: From Early Days to the Present 
• The Interplay of Capitalism and Religion During the Rise of Modern Advertising in 

the U.S. 
• Primary Lessons: a Memoir 
• Electronic Art and Belgian Surrealist Painter, Rene Magritte: The Mystery of the 

World 
• The Big Data Boom: How Marketers and Politicians are Using Your Data to Make 

Sure You Buy from Them and Vote for Them 
• Teaching and Learning Mass Communication in the Digital Age 
• Why Should I Care About Social Media? 

 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS 

Lifetime Learning Institute of Northern Virginia, Annandale 
 

The Lifetime Learning Institute has a wide range of Special Interest Groups (SIGS).  Here is 
a sampling: 
 

• Bridge Group 
• Current Events Group 
• LLI Favorite Books Club 
• Financial Discussion Group 
• LLI French Conversation Group 
• LI Gourmands 
• LLI Photography Group 
• LLI Walkabouts 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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SUMMER COURSES 
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, Berkshire Community College, Massachusetts 

 
Even in summer, the OLLI LLI offers interesting courses.  Here are just a few: 
 
Understanding Soccer: Men’s 2014 World Cup – As this summer’s World Cup soccer 
competition takes place in Brazil, this course will present an overview of the international 
event including the two-year qualifying process, group play and the knockout rounds.  The 
classes will also offer analyses of each week’s World Cup games and what to look for in 
upcoming games.  Since World Cup play continues after the course ends, class members can 
opt to continue their World Cup experience at several local venues. 
 
Psychological Approaches to Poetry – This course will explore the works of poets such as 
T.S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, D.H. Lawrence, Marge Piercy, Adrienne Rich, Samuel T. 
Coleridge, William Wordsworth, William Blake, Maya Angelou, Robert Frost, and Lord 
Byron, from an in-depth psychological perspective.  Poems will be provided before each 
class, and participants will engage in close readings of each text. 
 
Theatre: The Modern Avant-Guarde – The modern avant-garde theatre appeared amid 
the fall of the old order in the late 19th century as a new means of communicating the human 
experience.  As a defiant rejection of all that had come before, the three levels of 
communication – gesture, affect, and ideas – became both the form and the content of a 
new performance aesthetic.  From the Moscow Art Theatre for postmodernism, the search 
through performance has persisted ahead of the critical milieu to realize the growing chaos 
of the world around us and our sense of isolation in the environment that created us.  
Topics over the four weeks are: 
The Moscow Art Theatre: Its Descendants and Influences 
The Rise of Method Acting: Its Real Meaning and Methods, from Stanislavsky to Michael Howard 
The Emergence of Performance Art: Peter Brook, Tadeusz Kantor, and Ping Chong 
The Era of Retrospection and Decline: From Beckett to MTV to the Postmodern 
 
The Revolutionary Voice – This course will investigate how certain books, speeches, songs 
and plays have helped to launch political and social revolutions.  Some of the artists covered 
will be Maxim Gorky, Bob Dylan, Mercedes Sosa, Joseph Goebbels, Richard Wright, Upton 
Sinclair, and Germaine Greer.  In some cases, participants may volunteer to “perform” the 
written works that they will be studying.  Excerpts from the artists’ works will be provided. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 

SUMMER LEARNING 
Lifelong Learning Society, Christopher Newport University, Virginia 

 
Over the course of three weeks in the summer, the Lifelong Learning Society is offering 
some stimulating courses.  Here is a sampling: 
 
Transmission of Ancient Classical Texts – This course explores the transmission of the 
great literature of Greece and Rome, from the collapse of the Roman Empire through the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance to the invention of the printing press in the 15th century. 
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The Irony and the Empathy: The Contemporary Short Story – In a culture overflowing 
with irony and cynicism, the short story is not immune, but in the last decade a resurgence in 
the empathetic story has brought new voices to the genre.  Participants will read excellent 
examples of both types of stories and examine which speaks more powerfully to the reader. 
 
Painting Oil and Acrylic – Participants will learn how to build a painting.  They will 
explore painting starting with basics.  Materials review why good studies make good 
paintings, the importance of brush strokes, color and composition.  There will be lectures, 
demos and exercises. 
 
Cool Fiction for a Red-Hot Summer – Participants will find writing a short story is easier 
than they think. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 


